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ABSTRACT
Google Maps™ is a very useful tool in finding driving directions between addresses and defining a
geographic representation of an address (geocoding) which can be used in many applications in research.
Using macro and data step SAS® code, the latitude and longitude of a location can be found by searching
the html code resulting from a Google Maps™ search, which can be developed using SAS® v9.3 for
Windows®.

INTRODUCTION
The methods introduced will allow a SAS® Programmer, with basic SAS® programming skills, to use
Google™ and SAS® to isolate the latitude and longitude of any location by name or address search in Google
Maps™.

FORMAT LOCATIONS AND ADDRESSES FOR GOOGLE MAPS™
The source SAS® data set contains a record number (RecNum) identifier, a Hospital Name, and its address.
Both the Hospital Name and Address will be used for the Google Maps™ search and will need to be
formatted to remove any special characters and add plus (+) signs as spaces. The code also counts the
number of observations in the data set for later use in the macro execution.

Display 1. Source SAS® data set
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/*Adjust format of hospital name and address to be Google Maps™ friendly*/
data Hospitals (keep=RecNum Hospital_Name HospitalNm Hospaddr
Hospital_Address);
length HospitalNm Hospaddr $200.;
format HospitalNm Hospaddr $200.;
informat HospitalNm Hospaddr $200.;
set HospitalsX nobs=obsnum;
iiHospitalNm=compress(Hospital_Name,"-,&'.");
iHospitalNm=tranwrd(left(trim(iiHospitalNm)),"","+");
HospitalNm=tranwrd(left(trim(iHospitalNm)),"++","+");
iiHospaddr=compress(Hospital_Address,"-,&'.");
iHospaddr=tranwrd(left(trim(iiHospaddr)),"","+");
Hospaddr=tranwrd(left(trim(iHospaddr)),"++","+");
*Assign macro variable obsnum=number of observations;
call symput('obsnum',trim(strip(left(put(obsnum,8.)))));
run;

Display 2. Reformatted SAS® data set
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GEOCODE BY LOCATION NAME/ADDRESS
SAS® can use Google Maps™ to find a map location given the name of the location or an address. The
reformatted location name or address from the source data set is defined as a macro variable and assigned
into a filename statement for a Google Maps™ url. An infile statement is used to read in the html code from
the Google Maps™ search result page in 1000 character substrings. Using the FIND function, each
substring is searched for the a unique character string (",[null,null,) that always proceeds the latitude and
longitude corresponding to the location defined and the observation is retain. The numeric latitude (lat) and
longitude (long) are defined by using the SCAN function with the substring to isolate the numeric value of
each. Observations with latitude/longitude pairs are appended into a data set to contain all source data
corresponding pairs. Always be sure to disassociate current assigned url before the next search.

/*Macro to Geocode data by specified variable*/
%macro Geocode(j=,var=);
*Create datasets to append latitudes and longitudes;
data Geocode&var.X;
run;
*Create loop to access each observation;
%do i=1 %to &j;
*Assign macro variables needed;
data _null_;
set Hospitals;
if _n_=&i then do;
call symput("hosp",trim(strip(&var)));
call symput("Name",trim(strip(Hospital_Name)));
call symput("Address",trim(strip(Hospital_Address)));
call symput("RecNum",trim(strip(RecNum)));
end;
run;
/*Find Lattitude and longitude in sitecode*/
*Define Google Maps url with starting addresses;
filename gmaps url "http://maps.google.com/maps?daddr=&hosp";
*Define sitecode as 1000 character parts of location html for
starting address;
data Geocode&var.&i (drop=sitecode markst);
infile gmaps recfm=f lrecl=1000 end=eof;
input sitecode $1000.;
*Find text proceeding latitude and logitude in html code for starting
address;
if find(sitecode,'",[null,null,') then do;
*Assign variable to starting location of proceeding text for starting
address;
markst=find(sitecode,'",[null,null,');
*Scan substring starting with proceeding text for starting
address latitude and longitude;
lat=input(scan(substr(sitecode,markst),4,",]"),best12.);
long=input(scan(substr(sitecode,markst),5,",]"),best12.);
length Name Address $200.;
format Name Address $200.;
Name="&Name";
Address="&Address";
RecNum="&RecNum";
output;
end;
run;
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*Append observation to dataset of starting address lat/long;
data Geocode&var.X;
set Geocode&var.X
Geocode&var.&i;
if lat^=.;
label lat="Hospital latitude"
long="Hospital longitude";
run;
proc sort data=Geocode&var.X; by RecNum; run;
*Disassociate current assigned gmaps;
filename gmaps clear;
%end;
%mend;
/*Execute Macro on each variable*/
%Geocode(j=&obsnum,var=HospitalNm);

Display 3. Geocoding by Name of Location SAS ® data set
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%Geocode(j=&obsnum,var=hospaddr);

Display 4. Geocoding by Address SAS ® data set

CONCLUSION
The macro presented allows the user to find the latitude and longitude of a particular location using its name
or address using SAS® and Google Maps™. A few things to note: Running this code against 24
observations takes longer than usual. If a location name is too general, it may result in multiple latitude and
longitude pairs, so it is best to specify the desired region, city, or neighborhood association if multiple
locations exist. For example, if a location name is ‘Mercy Health’ and you desire the West side location, it
is best to search ‘Mercy Health West’. Also, you may notice the pairs may not be exact when searching by
address compared to searching by location name. Google Maps™ geocodes locations by the center of the
location not necessarily by the address.
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